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We study a rich set of four-dimensionalN ¼ 1 superconformal field theories (SCFTs) with both central
charges identical: a ¼ c. We construct them via the diagonalN ¼ 1 gauging of the flavor symmetry G of a
collection of N ¼ 2 Argyres–Douglas theories of type DpðGÞ, with or without additional adjoint chiral
multiplets. In this way, we construct infinitely many theories that flow to interacting SCFTs with a ¼ c in
the infrared. Finally, we briefly highlight the features of the SCFTs without a ¼ c that arise from
generalizing this construction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When a conformal field theory in four dimensions is put
on a curved manifold, the conformal symmetry becomes
anomalous and characterized by two quantities a and c,
commonly referred to as the central charges. The trace
of the energy-momentum tensor is nonvanishing and is
given by

Tμ
μ ¼ cW2 − aE4; ð1:1Þ

where W2 is the square of the Weyl tensor, and E4 is the
Euler density. It has been shown that the central charge a is
a monotonically decreasing function along renormalization
group (RG) flow [1],

aIR < aUV; ð1:2Þ

which justifies the intuitive notion of treating the central
charge a as a measure for counting the degrees of freedom in
a field theory. On the other hand, the central charge c is not a
monotonically decreasing function along the RG flow. In
many examples (especially with higher degrees of super-
symmetry), the c function mostly decreases along the flow,
but there are examples in which we get cIR > cUV.

1

Unitarity puts constraints on the ratio of the central
charges a=c to be [3]

1

3
≤
a
c
≤
31

18
; ð1:3Þ

where the lower bound is saturated by the theory of a free
scalar boson, and the upper bound is saturated by the free
vector. For supersymmetric theories, the bound becomes
narrower:

N ¼ 1 SCFTs∶
1

2
≤
a
c
≤
3

2
; ð1:4Þ

N ¼ 2 SCFTs∶
1

2
≤
a
c
≤
5

4
: ð1:5Þ

The lower bound is saturated by a free chiral multiplet or a
free hypermultiplet, and the upper bound is saturated by an
N ¼ 1 and N ¼ 2 vector multiplet, respectively. With
higher supersymmetry, it is known that the central charges
are equal [4]:

N ¼ 3; 4 SCFTs∶ a ¼ c: ð1:6Þ

Apart from N ¼ 3, 4 superconformal theories, the
central charges a and c are not generally related to each
other. However, for the theories that are holographically
dual to AdS5 gravity, the two central charges are equal (i.e.,
a ¼ c) in the large N limit [5]. For a finite N, the difference
of the central charges (a − c) gives rise to the RμνρσRμνρσ

correction in the effective gravity action [5,6]. This results
in corrections to the celebrated entropy-viscosity ratio
bound [7] to give [8,9]
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1A simple example in the SUSY setup where c does not

decrease along the RG flow can be constructed by considering
N ¼ 1 SUð2Þ gauge theory with one adjoint and two funda-
mental chiral multiplets. See the flow from T 0 theory to H0

theory in [2].
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η

s
≥

1

4π

�
1 −

c − a
c

þ � � �
�
: ð1:7Þ

The difference between the central charges (a − c) also
controls universal behavior of certain quantities of SCFTs,
such as the Cardy-like limit of the superconformal index
[10] and the entanglement entropy [11]. This difference
(a − c) also controls phenomena in CFT and holography
such as the mixed current-gravitational anomaly [12] and
the size of the single-trace higher spin gap for large N [13].
Then, a question to ponder would be whether one can

have theories with a ¼ c even in finite N without a high
degree of supersymmetry and which, in turn, would
comprise a rather special set of CFTs. In the context of
4D N ¼ 2 SCFTs, families of such theories with a ¼ c
have been found to exist in [14]. What we find in this paper
is that 4D SCFTs with a ¼ c exist with the minimal amount
of supersymmetry (namely, N ¼ 1) as well, and the set of
such theories is quite broad.
An interesting set of 4DN ¼ 2 SCFTs is studied in [14]

called Γ̂ðGÞ, associated to a choice of an affine ADE
Dynkin diagram Γ̂ and an ADE gauge group G. These
theories are obtained via gauging all of the G flavor
symmetries of a collection of Argyres–Douglas and con-
formal matter theories. For a choice of Γ ¼ D4; E6; E7; E8

and particular choices of G, there is a fascinating con-
nection to N ¼ 4 super Yang–Mills (SYM) theory,
whereby their central charges are identical,

aðΓ̂ðGÞÞ ¼ cðΓ̂ðGÞÞ; ð1:8Þ

and their Schur indices can be rewritten in terms of the
Schur index of N ¼ 4 SYM,

IΓ̂ðGÞðqÞ ¼ IN¼4
G ðqαΓ ; qαΓ

2
−1Þ; ð1:9Þ

where αΓ is the maximal coroot of Γ̂ [14]. This relationship
occurs when2

gcdðαΓ; h∨GÞ ¼ 1: ð1:10Þ

A natural question is then whether there exist N ¼ 1
theories that have a similar connection to N ¼ 4 SYM, as
we just witnessed for N ¼ 2 theories. We can easily
generate a set of N ¼ 1 SCFTs by deforming Γ̂ðGÞ
theories via a mass term for the N ¼ 1 adjoint chiral
multiplet ϕ in the N ¼ 2 vector multiplet of G:

W ¼ 1

2
mTrϕ2: ð1:11Þ

Upon renormalization group flow (below the mass scale
set by m), the mass-deformed theory flows to an
N ¼ 1 superconformal theory with the central charges
given by [15]

aN¼1 ¼
27

32
aN¼2; cN¼1 ¼

27

32
cN¼2; ð1:12Þ

which means that the mass-deformed Γ̂ðGÞ theories also
have equal central charges a ¼ c. The mass term generates
a marginal coupling of the form,

W ¼ Tr

�X
i
μi

�
2

; ð1:13Þ

where we omit the coupling constant. The mother N ¼ 2
SCFT has a marginal gauge coupling, and the mass
deformed N ¼ 1 theory also has an exactly marginal
coupling given by this term [16,17]. This is a direct analog
of the quartic coupling of SUðNÞ superconformal quantum
chromodynamics (SQCD) with 2N flavors that appears in
many contexts.
We also obtain an N ¼ 1 theory with a ¼ c by simply

replacing the N ¼ 2 gauge multiplet in the Γ̂ðGÞ con-
struction by anN ¼ 1 gauge multiplet. We may expect that
this theory is identical to the mass deformation of the
mother N ¼ 2 theory with the famous 27=32 ratio of
central charges up on marginal deformation. However, we
see that this is not the case. In fact, what we find in general
is that there exists a W ¼ 0 fixed point (without any
superpotential), at which the central charge aN¼1 is bigger
than ð27=32ÞaN¼2, and where some operators of the form
Trμiμj are relevant. Upon deforming by these relevant
operators, the theory flows to the mass-deformed theory
with the central charge ratio given by 27=32. This is
reminiscent of the phenomenon that appears in N ¼ 1
class S theory [18–20], where the mass-deformed theory
corresponds to the case with equal degrees of normal
bundles of more general compactifications. We depict such
RG flows in Fig. 1. Besides these theories obtained via
simple (universal) relevant deformation of Γ̂ðGÞ theories,
we find there exist a wider class of theories with a ¼ c that
have no direct N ¼ 2 origin. Such an N ¼ 1 theory with
a ¼ c can be constructed via gauging several Dpi

ðGÞ
theories with an N ¼ 1 vector multiplet and possibly
additional chiral multiplets in the adjoint representation
ofG. For some special choices, we can reproduce the mass-
deformed Γ̂ðGÞ theory.
To verify that the 4DN ¼ 1 SCFTs that we obtain in this

manner truly are interacting SCFTs with a ¼ c, it is
necessary to check that they do not have a decoupled free
sector, after flowing into the infrared. In this paper, we
check that the Coulomb branch operators and products of
the moment maps in the gauged theory satisfy the necessary

2In fact, this relationship between the Schur indices holds
whenever the SCFT Γ̂ðGÞ has no flavor symmetry. Equa-
tion (1.10) is a sufficient, but not necessary, condition for the
absence of flavor.
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unitarity conditions. A more refined test of unitary involves
the computation of the superconformal index; in [21], we
perform this computation and confirm that the a ¼ c
theories constructed herein are indeed interacting SCFTs.
The index also aids in the identification of the relevant
operators of the theory; superpotential deformations via
these operators may then trigger a flow to a new infrared
SCFT. Intriguingly, we find that many of these deforma-
tions preserve the a ¼ c property, and we will explore the
landscape of such deformations in [22].
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we

explain how and when the N ¼ 1 gaugings of a collection
of Dpi

ðGÞ theories lead to infrared SCFTs with a ¼ c. In
Sec. II A, we show precisely under which conditions any
such gauging will flow to a theory with identical central
charges, and in Sec. II B, we determine which particular
combinations of pi can be gauged in an asymptotically free
or conformal manner. In Secs. II C, II D, II E, II F, and II G,
we construct the infrared theories obtained from all the
asymptotically free gaugings, with one to five DpðGÞ,
respectively; and in Sec. II H, we analyze one instance of a
conformal gauging that involves sixD2ðGÞ. We study if the
constructed infrared theories are superconformal field
theories and whether they satisfy the unitarity requirements
to have a ¼ c. In Sec. III, we consider gauging Dpi

ðGÞ
together with additional matter charged under G. We
explore gaugings with an additional adjoint chiral multiplet
in Sec. III A, and we relate those to the mass-deformed
Γ̂ðGÞ theories in Sec. III B. In Sec. III C, we consider a
simple Lagrangian SCFT with a ¼ c, which has two
adjoint chirals and no DpðGÞ, and then in Sec. III D, we
enumerate all possible gaugings of DpðGÞ s with two
adjoint chirals such that the infrared SCFT has a ¼ c.
Finally, in Sec. IV, we consider a generalization to gaugings
of collections of DpðGÞ theories and ðG;GÞ conformal
matter theories. We summarize and suggest some future
directions in Sec. V.

II. N = 1 GLUING OF DpðGÞ THEORIES

We are interested in constructing 4D N ¼ 1 super-
conformal field theories starting from the non-

Lagrangian 4D N ¼ 2 SCFTs known as the DpðGÞ
Argyres–Douglas theories [23–26].3 An interesting set of
4D N ¼ 2 SCFTs, constructed out of DpðGÞ theories and
ðG ×GÞ conformal matter, called Γ̂ðGÞ, are studied in [14],
where Γ and G are algebras of type ADE.4 Specifically, the
authors considered a diagonal gauging of the G flavor
symmetry of a collection of Dpi

ðGÞ and ðG ×GÞ con-
formal matter theories in such a way that, for each
introduced gauge node, the introduced gauge coupling
has a vanishing one-loop β function. In this paper, we
consider an analogous construction for 4D N ¼ 1 SCFTs
via the diagonal gauging of the flavor symmetry G of a
collection of Dpi

ðGÞ.
There are several subtleties that arise in the N ¼ 1 case

that are absent in theN ¼ 2 gauging. In the simplest setup,
we consider gauging by including in the theory a single
N ¼ 1 vector multiplet (in the adjoint representation of G)
and coupling the vector multiplet and the G-flavor currents.
Post-gauging, we are interested in obtaining a supercon-
formal field theory after performing the renormalization
group flow into the infrared. In order to obtain a nontrivial
theory in the IR, the gauge coupling for G must be
asymptotically free. We could also consider the case where
the one-loop β function for the gauge coupling is exactly
zero; however, we then require the existence of exactly
marginal operators for the theory to be an interacting SCFT.
Such operators are not necessarily guaranteed to exist;
however, we find that in some examples they do exist. In
this paper, we will not study the conformal gaugings in
detail; however, the properties of the infrared SCFTs, when
they exist, can be determined via a straightforward appli-
cation of the methods discussed herein. Furthermore,
asymptotic freedom is not sufficient to guarantee the
existence of an interacting SCFT in the infrared; we must

FIG. 1. RG flows triggered by the mass deformation of theN ¼ 2 theory versus gauging an N ¼ 1 vector multiplet. The red cross is
to emphasize that there is no direct renormalization group flow between the N ¼ 2 gauging and the N ¼ 1 gauging.

3Some of the DpðGÞ theories are actually N ¼ 2 Lagrangian
quivers, and sometimes they admit an N ¼ 1 Lagrangian
description [27–31]. We remind the reader that the DpðSUð2ÞÞ
theory is identical to the ðA1; DpÞ theory.

4When Γ ¼ D4; E6; E7; E8, these theories are known as the
elliptic G models of [32]; some aspects of some of those
particular theories have also been explored in [24,33–36].
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check that there exists a nonanomalous superconformal R-
symmetry. The superconformal R-symmetry in the infrared
can be determined via a-maximization [37] and involves
mixing between the R-symmetry in the ultraviolet and
(possibly emergent) Abelian flavor symmetries of the
theory.

A. a = c for N = 1 gauging

One of the fascinating features of the Γ̂ðGÞ theories,
which are the 4D N ¼ 2 SCFTs studied in [14], is that a
number of cases have their central charges being identical:
a ¼ c. In this section, we prove that many of the N ¼ 1
gaugings share this feature.
The N ¼ 1 gauging breaks the N ¼ 2 R-symmetry of

the DpðGÞ theory to the Uð1Þ R-symmetry and a flavor
Uð1Þ symmetry, with generators,

R0 ¼
1

3
RN¼2 þ

4

3
I3; F ¼ −RN¼2 þ 2I3; ð2:1Þ

where RN¼2 and I3, respectively, denote the Uð1ÞR charge
and the SUð2ÞR Cartan of the N ¼ 2 R-symmetry. Upon
gauging, only the anomaly-free combinations are pre-
served. At the IR fixed point, the flavor F i of each
Dpi

ðGÞ can mix with the R-symmetry before gauging,

R ¼ R0 þ
X
i

ϵiF i; ð2:2Þ

and thus, theR-charge getsmodified in the infrared. Now,we
have to require that the superconformal R-symmetry at the
fixed point satisfies the anomaly cancellation condition,5

0 ¼ TrRGG ¼ h∨G þ
X
i

��
1

3
− ϵi

�
TriRN¼2GG

þ
�
4

3
þ 2ϵi

�
TriI3GG

�
; ð2:3Þ

where i runs through all thepi ofDpi
ðGÞ, which is equivalent

to the vanishing condition of the Novikov–Shifman–
Vainshtein–Zakharov (NSVZ) exact β function for the gauge
coupling. The first h∨G term in Eq. (2.3) is the contribution
from the gauginos, and for the next terms in Eq. (2.3),
we utilize the flavor central charge kG of the DpðGÞ
theories [24]:

TrRN¼2GG ¼ −
1

2
kG ¼ −

p − 1

p
h∨G: ð2:4Þ

Then we are left with the relation involving the mixing
coefficients ϵi,

h∨G þ
X
i

�
1

3
− ϵi

��
−
pi − 1

pi
h∨G

�
¼ 0; ð2:5Þ

where the exact values of the ϵi are fixed by a-maximization
[37]. There are situations where there are more Uð1Þ flavor
symmetries than the ones we considered above (namely, the
unbrokenUð1Þ symmetries inside theN ¼ 2 R-symmetry).
For example, whenG ¼ SUðNÞ andDpðGÞ has extra flavor
symmetry beyond G, the DpðGÞ theory is a Lagrangian
quiver gauge theory, and the additional flavor symmetries are
the Uð1Þs rotating the bifundamental hypermultiplets. As
these Uð1Þs are baryonic, they do not mix with the R-
symmetry [37].
A novel feature of the glued N ¼ 1 theories is that they

all have their two central charges to be equal, a ¼ c, for
particular combinations of G and pi. It follows from the
evaluation of the difference of the central charges, and it
does not rely on the knowledge of the exact superconformal
R-symmetry,

TrR ¼ 16ða − cÞ

¼ dimðGÞ þ
X
i

��
1

3
− ϵi

�
TriRN¼2

þ
�
4

3
þ 2ϵi

�
TriI3

�

¼ dimðGÞ þ
X
i

�
1

3
− ϵi

�
48ðai − ciÞ; ð2:6Þ

where ai and ci are the central charges of each Dpi
ðGÞ

theory. Here, we used the relation [12],

a¼ 3

32
ð3TrR3 −TrRÞ; c¼ 1

32
ð9TrR3 − 5TrRÞ: ð2:7Þ

The central charges of the Dpi
ðGÞ theories with pi and h∨G

coprime (which comprises a subset of the DpðGÞ theories
without any extra flavor symmetry beyond G) simplify to

ai ¼
1

48

ð4pi − 1Þðpi − 1Þ
pi

dimðGÞ;

ci ¼
1

12
ðpi − 1Þ dimðGÞ: ð2:8Þ

Thus, if we assume that each pi is coprime to h∨G, Eq. (2.6)
further implies the difference in the two central charges to
be zero:

5When considering anomalies in 4D theories, each trace term
of GGG, FGG, FFG, and FFF, respectively, corresponds to the
gauge anomaly, the ABJ anomaly of the flavor F, a mixed gauge-
global anomaly that naturally cancels ifG is non-Abelian, and the
’t Hooft anomaly. The gauge anomaly trivially vanishes since the
theory has chiral symmetry. Here, we are considering the ABJ
anomaly of the R-symmetry after gauging, which must vanish if it
flows in the IR limit to an interacting SCFT. The mixed anomaly
for an Abelian gauge theory can be nonvanishing and is
responsible for a two-group global symmetry [38].
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a− c ¼ 1

16

�
dimðGÞ þ

X
i

�
1

3
− ϵi

��
−
pi − 1

pi
dimðGÞ

��

¼ dimðGÞ
16h∨G

TrRGG ¼ 0: ð2:9Þ

This means that for these theories, we have the two central
charges a and c to be equal and the TrR term, presented in
Eq. (2.6), vanishes. We note that this argument is
unchanged under a superpotential deformation of the 4D
N ¼ 1 theory and thus, that the a ¼ c property is preserved
under such deformations. This is because the superpotential
deformation only puts further constraints on the ϵi and does
not alter the structure of Eq. (2.9), as long as there is no
accidental symmetry that mixes with R. Superpotential
deformations of these gaugings will be explored in [22].
Let us make a remark that the condition that p and h∨G are

coprime is stronger than the condition for theDpðGÞ theory
to have no additional flavor symmetry beyond G. For
example, DpðSOð2NÞÞ theory with odd p has no extra
flavor symmetry, but it does not give identical central
charges after gauging as it does not necessarily follow
that gcdðp; 2N − 2Þ ¼ 1.

B. Constraints on pi
We demonstrated in Sec. II A that if we consider a quiver

gauge theory obtained by the diagonal gauging of the flavor
symmetry G of the collection of Argyres–Douglas theories
Dpi

ðGÞ such that
Q

i gcdðpi; h∨GÞ ¼ 1, then the N ¼ 1

superconformal field theories that the quiver may flow to in
the infrared have a ¼ c.
As we are interested in the gaugedN ¼ 1 theories when

they flow to superconformal field theories in the infrared,
this requires that the gauge coupling forG is asymptotically
free. This puts strong constraints on the possible pi for
which we can consider the gauging of Dpi

ðGÞ.
Before we dive into the asymptotic-free condition for the

N ¼ 1 gauging, we revisit the N ¼ 2 gauging for the
theories explored in [14]. For those theories, it was crucial
to consider the conformal gauging, as opposed to the
asymptotically free gauging. Constructing a 4D N ¼ 2
SCFT via conformal gauging of N Dpi

ðGÞ requires that
XN
i¼1

2ðpi − 1Þ
pi

h∨G ¼ 4h∨G ⇒
XN
i¼1

1

pi
¼ N − 2; ð2:10Þ

where we have used that the central charge of the flavor
symmetry of DpðGÞ is

kG ¼ 2ðp − 1Þ
p

h∨G: ð2:11Þ

It is straightforward to see that there are only four solutions
(for finite values of pi) to the Diophantine Eq. (2.10), as
shown in [24]:

ðp1; p2; p3; p4Þ
¼ ð2; 2; 2;2Þ; ð1;3; 3; 3Þ; ð1; 2; 4; 4Þ; ð1; 2;3; 6Þ; ð2:12Þ

whereD1ðGÞ is the empty theory.6 These four solutions are
associated to the affine ADE Dynkin diagrams D̂4, Ê6, Ê7,
and Ê8, respectively [14].
A similar analysis can be performed to determine which

N ¼ 1 gaugings of Dpi
ðGÞ are asymptotically free and

thus, which have a chance to flow to an interacting SCFT in
the IR. Recalling the expressions for the flavor central
charges in Eq. (2.11), we find that the asymptotic-free
condition in this case is

XN
i¼1

2ðpi − 1Þ
pi

h∨G < 6h∨G: ð2:13Þ

Since h∨G is nonzero, this inequality (2.13) can be rewritten
as a bound for a polynomial in pi, as in the following
Diophantine-like form:

XN
i¼1

1

pi
> N − 3: ð2:14Þ

To find all solutions, we need to analyze all possible values
of pi ≥ 2 satisfying Eq. (2.14). It is clear that the maximum
value of N for which there exists such solutions is N ¼ 5,
and thus, we consider each solution of Eq. (2.14) as an
unordered five-tuple,

ðp1; p2; p3; p4; p5Þ; ð2:15Þ

where some of the pi may be one.7 All tuples of pi that
satisfy the asymptotic freedom condition in Eq. (2.14) are
listed in Table I. We write these N ¼ 1 gaugings via the
quivers,

ð2:16Þ

where a solid-bordered node represents an N ¼ 1 vector
multiplet, and a solid line between a DpðGÞ theory and an
N ¼ 1 vector node corresponds to the inclusion of a term,

L ∼
Z

d4θJ aVa þ � � � ; ð2:17Þ

6For convenience, we expressed the solutions with i ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4.
7The D1ðGÞ refers to the empty theory, which can be simply

ignored.
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in the Lagrangian with J a the flavor supercurrent from the
DpðGÞ SCFT and Va the vector superfield.
We may be further interested in determining the possible

tuples of pi such that the inequality in Eq. (2.14) is
saturated. When this occurs, the one-loop β function of
the gauge coupling for G vanishes directly. This does not
generally lead to an interacting conformal field theory
unless there is an exactly marginal operator. When we
consider saturating the inequality, there is one solution
where one has six pi ≥ 2, and all other solutions have either
four or five pi ≥ 2. All solutions are listed in Table II. It is
notable that solutions with six copies of D2ðGÞ possess 16
exactly marginal operators, formed by products of the
Coulomb branch operators, and thus, they are interacting
SCFTs with a ¼ c.
Asymptotic freedom of the gauge coupling is a necessary

condition for the existence of an interacting superconformal
field theory at the infrared fixed point. However, we know
that not all theories satisfying the asymptotic freedom
condition, given by Eq. (2.13), flow to an interacting SCFT.
Henceforth, we have to further check that the theory is
consistent. To this end, we perform a-maximization [37] to
determine the superconformal R-symmetry at the end of the
RG flow. We then need to verify that the R-charges of the
operators of the gauged theory under the superconformal R-
symmetry satisfy the unitarity bounds.
If an operator appears to be nonunitary after the a-

maximization, then somewhere along the flow into the
infrared, this operator becomes free and is decoupled from
the theory [39]. One useful way to take care of the

decoupled operator O is to introduce a flipper field M
with a superpotential coupling [2,40,41]:

W ¼ MO: ð2:18Þ
In this way, one obtains the superconformal R-symmetry
associated to the interacting sector of the infrared SCFT.
This decoupling will violate the assumption made in Sec. II
A that we do not have any accidental Uð1Þ symmetries that
can mix with the superconformal R-symmetry. For this
case, the infrared SCFTwill not have equal central charges.
We compute the superconformal R-symmetry via the

procedure of a-maximization. Each Dpi
ðGÞ theory has a

moment map operator μi and a particular Coulomb branch
operator with the smallest conformal dimension u0i . The
operator u0i is the bottom component of an N ¼ 2 chiral
multiplet, which splits into two N ¼ 1 multiplets with
bottom components u0i andQ

2u0i , where theQ is anN ¼ 2

supercharge with ðRN¼2; I3Þ ¼ ð−1; 1=2Þ. The R-charges
of these operators under the newfound infrared super-
conformal R-symmetry are

RðμiÞ ¼
4

3
þ 2ϵi; Rðu0i Þ ¼

�
1

3
− ϵi

�
2ðpi þ 1Þ

pi
;

RðQ2u0i Þ ¼
4pi þ 2

3pi
þ 2ðpi − 1Þ

pi
ϵi: ð2:19Þ

Since we require Trμiμj≠i, u0i , and Q2u0i to be unitary
operators of the SCFT at the IR fixed point, we get lower
bounds on these R-charges as

TABLE I. All possible tuples of pi such that N ¼ 1 gauging of the common flavor symmetry of the associated Dpi
ðGÞ leads to an

asymptotically free theory. An entry that is left as pi indicates that the theory will be asymptotically free for any positive integer pi.

p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p1 p2 p3 p4 p5

1 1 1 1 p5 1 2 3 10 ≤14 1 3 3 3 p4

1 1 1 p4 p5 1 2 3 11 ≤13 1 3 3 4 ≤11
1 1 p3 p4 p5 1 2 4 4 p5 1 3 3 5 ≤7
1 2 2 p4 p5 1 2 4 5 ≤19 1 3 4 4 ≤5
1 2 3 ≤6 p5 1 2 4 6 ≤11 2 2 2 2 p5

1 2 3 7 ≤41 1 2 4 7 ≤9 2 2 2 3 3
1 2 3 8 ≤23 1 2 5 5 ≤9 2 2 2 3 4
1 2 3 9 ≤17 1 2 5 6 ≤7 2 2 2 3 5

TABLE II. The collections of pi that saturate the inequality in Eq. (2.14). For these choices of pi, one obtains a theory where the one-
loop β function of the gauge coupling vanishes.

p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6

1 1 2 3 7 42 1 1 2 4 6 12 1 1 3 4 4 6
1 1 2 3 8 24 1 1 2 4 8 8 1 1 4 4 4 4
1 1 2 3 9 18 1 1 2 5 5 10 1 2 2 3 3 3
1 1 2 3 10 15 1 1 2 6 6 6 1 2 2 2 4 4
1 1 2 3 12 12 1 1 3 3 4 12 1 2 2 2 3 6
1 1 2 4 5 20 1 1 3 3 6 6 2 2 2 2 2 2
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RðμiÞ þ Rðμj≠iÞ >
2

3
; Rðu0i Þ >

2

3
; RðQ2u0i Þ >

2

3
:

ð2:20Þ

When these inequalities are saturated, the theory is still
unitary, but the associated operators become free and
decouple from the theory. When this occurs, the interacting
sector of the resulting SCFT does not have a ¼ c because
decoupled free chirals do not have identical central charges.
The second and the third conditions are obvious from the
unitarity bound for the scalar (Δ ≥ 1), and the first term
stems from the fact that the gauge-invariant operators of
lowest dimension arise from Trμiμj. In fact, Trμki is zero in
the chiral ring for all the DpðGÞ theories with ðp; h∨Þ ¼ 1.
This can be understood from the fact that the Higgs branch
for the DpðGÞ theory is given by a nilpotent orbit of G
[42,43]. Any nilpotent element X in G should have

TrXk ¼ 0: ð2:21Þ

Notice that hμi parametrize the Higgs branch. However, the
operators of the form Trμiμj with i ≠ j are always present.
The unitarity constraints in Eq. (2.20) provide the upper
and the lower bounds on the mixing parameters ϵi as

−
pi þ 1

3ðpi − 1Þ < ϵi <
1

3ðpi þ 1Þ ; ϵi þ ϵj≠i > −1: ð2:22Þ

We will explore how a “conformal window” of possible
sets of pi can be determined for gaugings of between one
and five DpðGÞ from these bounds on the mixing param-
eters ϵi. It turns out that for most of the theories we
consider, every ϵi satisfies

−
1

3
< ϵi < 0; ð2:23Þ

which is a sufficient condition for Eq. (2.22) to be satisfied.
Upon diagonally gauging a number of DpðGÞ theories

and flowing into the infrared, we find in the end that an
infinite number of 4D N ¼ 1 SCFTs with identical central
charges, a ¼ c, can be obtained. From Table I, we pick any
set of ðp1; p2; p3; p4; p5Þ with either at most two of the pi
being 1 or else pick ð1; 1; 1; p4; p5Þ subject to the constraint
that

p4 ≥ 3 and p5 ≥ 3: ð2:24Þ

We then consider the asymptotically free theory obtained
by coupling the flavor currents for the G flavor symmetry
ofDpi

ðGÞ, for each pi, to anN ¼ 1 vector multiplet. When
the flavor symmetry G is such that gcdðpi; h∨GÞ ¼ 1, for all
of the pi, then the quiver that we have formed by the
diagonal N ¼ 1 gauging flows to an SCFT in the infrared
with a ¼ c.

C. Gauging one DpðGÞ theory: No SCFT

The simplest scenario of gauging is when we gauge G of
a single DpðGÞ theory. The resulting N ¼ 1 quiver is

ð2:25Þ

There is a unique anomaly-free R-charge, which is the
generator of the superconformal R-symmetry in the IR:

R ¼ R0 −
�
2

3
þ 1

p − 1

�
F ⇒ ϵ ¼ −

�
2

3
þ 1

p − 1

�
: ð2:26Þ

It is clear that this ϵ does not satisfy the unitarity condition,
as it is not within the bounds in Eq. (2.22). The R-charges
of the putative operators become

RðμÞ ¼ −
2

p− 1
; Rðu0Þ ¼ 2þ 4

p− 1
; RðQ2u0Þ ¼ 0:

ð2:27Þ

Hence, this theory does not flow to an interacting SCFT in
the IR. When we have a negative R-charge operator, it is
possible to generate a dynamic superpotential as in the
celebrated case of Affleck–Dine–Seiberg (ADS) [44],
where it was shown in particular for SUðNcÞ SQCD with
Nf < Nc flavors. Even though the R-charge for μ is
negative, all the gauge-invariant operators of the form
Trμk are not in the chiral ring; therefore, we do not expect
such a runaway dynamical superpotential to be generated.
Instead, we find a zero R-charge operator, Q2u0, which is
often responsible for quantum deformation of the vacuum
moduli space as in the case of SUðNcÞ SQCD with Nf ¼
Nc flavors [45]. See also [46] for a similar phenomenon
involving the non-Lagrangian TN theory.

D. Gauging two DpðGÞ theories
In contrast to considering a single DpðGÞ theory, we can

also form theories by gluing more than oneDpðGÞ. We first
consider gauging twoDpðGÞ theories together, which leads
to a quiver of the following form:

ð2:28Þ

As we determined in Sec. II B, the resulting theory is
asymptotically free for arbitrary ðp1; p2Þ, and we will
assume without loss of generality that p1 ≤ p2. Applying
a-maximization, we discover that the superconformal R-
symmetry is

R ¼ R0 þ ϵ1F 1 þ ϵ2F 2; ð2:29Þ

where the two mixing parameters ϵ1 and ϵ2 are fixed by the
values of pi:
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ϵ1 ¼
−p2

1 þ p2 þ p1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − p1 − p2 þ p2

1 − p1p2 þ p2
2

p
3ðp1 − 1Þðp1 − p2Þ

;

ð2:30aÞ

ϵ2 ¼ ϵ1jp1↔p2
: ð2:30bÞ

We note that while ϵ1 and ϵ2 appear to have poles when
p1 ¼ p2 ¼ p, we find that it is actually canceled, and

ϵ1 ¼ ϵ2 ¼
2þ p

6ð1 − pÞ : ð2:31Þ

The unitarity constraints on ϵ1 and ϵ2, as in Eq. (2.22), give
rise to constraints on p1 and p2 as

p1 ≥ 3 and p2 ≥ 3: ð2:32Þ

This constraint must be satisfied to obtain a consistent
interacting SCFT with a ¼ c in the IR. Notice that the
minimal value for the pi is p1 ¼ p2 ¼ 3. In terms of the
one-loop β function for the gauge coupling, at this minimal
value, we have the same coefficients as that of SUðNcÞ
SQCD with Nf ¼ 4

3
Nc flavors, which is outside of the

conformal window,

3

2
Nc ≤ Nf ≤ 3Nc: ð2:33Þ

This should not be surprising since there exist abundant
gauge theories that flow to interacting SCFTs even though
the one-loop β function coefficients lie outside of the region
set by the conformal windows for SQCD [47,48].

When the pi satisfy the condition in Eq. (2.32), the central charges of the interacting SCFT in the infrared are

a ¼ c ¼ −
ðp1p2 − p1 − p2ÞðA −QÞðB −QÞðAþ BþQÞ

48ðp1 − 1Þðp2 − 1Þðp1 − p2Þ2
dimðGÞ; ð2:34Þ

where we defined following quantities for convenience:

A ¼ 2p1 − p2; B ¼ −p1 þ 2p2; Q ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − p1 − p2 þ p2

1 − p1p2 þ p2
2

q
: ð2:35Þ

They are simplified when p1 ¼ p2 ¼ p to

a ¼ c ¼ 9pðp − 2Þ
64ðp − 1Þ dimðGÞ: ð2:36Þ

E. Gauging three DpðGÞ theories
Similarly to the gauging of two DpðGÞ theories discussed in Sec. II D, superconformal field theories formed via N ¼ 1

gauging of three DpðGÞ are also asymptotically free for arbitrary ðp1; p2; p3Þ. These quivers have the following form:

ð2:37Þ

To check whether such a theory flows to an infrared SCFT with a ¼ c, we must determine the R-charge generator of that
putative SCFT. It is technically challenging to determine the exact R-charge analytically via a-maximization; however, we
can study the solutions in particular limits or otherwise numerically.
We first consider the behavior when p2 ¼ p1. Then we find that the mixing coefficients ϵ1, ϵ2, and ϵ3 appearing in the

infrared R-charge are

ϵ1 ¼ ϵ2 ¼
−4p2

3 þQ0ðp1; p3Þ þ p1ðQ1ðp1; p3Þ þQ2ðp1; p3Þ1=2Þ
3ðp1 − 1ÞQ3ðp1; p3Þ

; ð2:38aÞ

ϵ3 ¼ −
p1ð−4p3

3 þ p1p2
3 − p1Þ þQ0ðp1; p3Þ þ p3ðQ1ðp1; p3Þ þ 2Q2ðp1; p3Þ1=2Þ

3ðp3 − 1ÞQ3ðp1; p3Þ
; ð2:38bÞ
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where we have defined the polynomials Qjðp1; p3Þ as

Q0ðp1; p3Þ ¼ −2p1p3ðp1 − 1Þðp3 − 1Þ; ð2:39aÞ

Q1ðp1; p3Þ ¼ p2
1 − p2

1p3 þ 4p2
3; ð2:39bÞ

Q2ðp1; p3Þ ¼ 9p2
1ðp1 − 1Þ4 þ 3ðp3 − p1Þp1ðp1 − 1Þð10p3

1 − 24p2
1 þ 17p1 − 4Þ

þ ðp3 − p1Þ2ð37p4
1 − 106p3

1 þ 98p2
1 − 32p1 þ 4Þ

þ 4ðp3 − p1Þ3ðp1 − 1Þð5p2
1 − 7p1 þ 1Þ þ 4ðp3 − p1Þ4ðp1 − 1Þ2; ð2:39cÞ

Q3ðp1; p3Þ ¼ −p2
1 þ p2

1p3 − 4p1p2
3 þ 4p2

3: ð2:39dÞ

We see that the mixing coefficients satisfy the unitarity conditions in Eq. (2.22) in all cases. The central charges of the
infrared SCFT are then given as

a ¼ c ¼
�
4ðp1p3 − p1 − p3ÞQ4ðp1; p3Þ

3ðp3 − 1ÞQ3ðp1; p3Þ
þ 8Q2ðp1; p2ÞðQ2ðp1; p2Þ1=2 −Q4ðp1; p3ÞÞ

9ðp1 − 1Þðp3 − 1ÞQ3ðp1; p3Þ2
�
dimðGÞ; ð2:40Þ

where we additionally defined the polynomial Q4ðp1; p3Þ as

Q4ðp1; p3Þ ¼ p1 − 2p2
1 þ 2p3 − 3p1p3 þ 2p2

1p3 þ 2p2
3 − 2p1p2

3: ð2:41Þ

We further consider when all pi are identical. We find that for such a case where p1 ¼ p2 ¼ p3 ¼ p, we get a very simple
answer for the mixing coefficients:

ϵ1 ¼ ϵ2 ¼ ϵ3 ¼ −
1

3ðp − 1Þ : ð2:42Þ

This also simplifies the central charges to

a ¼ c ¼ 4pð2p − 3Þ
3ðp − 1Þ dimðGÞ: ð2:43Þ

We can also study the solutions to the a-maximization problem analytically in the asymptotic regime where p3 ≫ p1; p2.
In this case, the mixing coefficients ϵ1, ϵ2, and ϵ3 appearing in the infrared R-charge are

ϵ1 ¼
−p2

1ðp2 − 1Þðp1 þ p2Þ þ p2Q1ðp1; p2Þ þ p1Q2ðp1; p2Þ1=2
3ðp1 − 1Þðp1 − p2Þðp1p2 − p1 − p2Þ

þOðp−1
3 Þ; ð2:44aÞ

ϵ2 ¼ ϵ1j1↔2; ð2:44bÞ

ϵ3 ¼
ðp2

1p2 þ p1p2
2 − p2

1 − p2
2ÞQ1ðp1; p2Þ − 2p1p2Q2ðp1; p2Þ1=2

6ðp1 − p2Þ2ðp1p2 − p1 − p2Þ2
·
Q1ðp1; p2Þ

p3

þOðp−2
3 Þ; ð2:44cÞ

where we have defined the polynomials Q1ðp1; p2Þ and Q2ðp1; p2Þ as

Q1ðp1; p2Þ ¼ 2p1p2 − p1 − p2; ð2:45aÞ

Q2ðp1; p2Þ ¼ 4p2
2ðp2 − 1Þ4 þ 4ðp1 − p2Þp2ðp2 − 1Þ3ð3p2 − 1Þ

þ ðp1 − p2Þ2ð13p4
2 − 36p3

2 þ 33p2
2 − 10p2 þ 1Þ

þ ðp1 − p2Þ3ðp2 − 1Þð6p2
2 − 8p2 þ 1Þ þ ðp1 − p2Þ4ðp2 − 1Þ2: ð2:45bÞ

These functions exhibit a nice simplification when p1 ¼ p2 ¼ p such that
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Q1ðp; pÞ ¼ 2pðp − 1Þ; Q2ðp1; p2Þ ¼ 4p2ðp − 1Þ4:
ð2:46Þ

In this special case, we find a simple expression for two of
the mixing coefficients:

ϵ1 ¼ ϵ2 ¼ −
1

3ðp − 1Þ þOðp−1
3 Þ; ð2:47Þ

where we observe that the first order term is identical to the
exact solution for the case of p1 ¼ p2 ¼ p3 ¼ p given in
Eq. (2.42). We can see that the unitarity constraints in
Eq. (2.22) are satisfied for all p.
For general cases where p1 ≠ p2, we do a numerical

check of the values of the mixing parameters ϵi. We can see
from the contour plots on the ðp1; p2Þ-plane in Fig. 2 that
the ϵi are in the range − 1

3
< ϵi < 0 when p3 is large, which

is sufficient for them to flow to an SCFT with a ¼ c. In
addition, we checked numerically that the unitarity con-
dition in Eq. (2.22) is satisfied for small values of p3,
specifically for p3 ¼ 2, 3, 4, as can be seen in Fig. 3. In
both the small and the large p3 regime, the unitarity
condition is always satisfied in the infrared limit of three
Dpi

ðGÞ theories gauged together. Considering the monot-
onicity of the ϵi along p1 and p2 in both regimes, we expect
they will monotonically increase along with the increasing
p3 and thus, that the unitarity condition is always satisfied.
In short, every gluing ðp1; p2; p3Þ leads to an infrared
SCFT with a ¼ c.

F. Gauging four DpðGÞ theories
We turn now to the case where we gauge together four

DpðGÞ theories. These 4D N ¼ 1 SCFTs can be written as

the infrared fixed points of the diagonal gauging, which can
be depicted as

ð2:48Þ

All gaugings that satisfy the asymptotic freedom condition
are listed in Table I, and each of these ðp1; p2; p3; p4Þ
satisfy the unitarity conditions in Eq. (2.22). Each case has
been checked numerically. In Fig. 4, we show the contour
plots for the ϵi on the ðp3; p4Þ-plane for the gauging
ð2; 2; p3; p4Þ. In Fig. 5, we write the value of ϵi against the
value of p4 for each of the other gaugings in Table I. We can
observe that the unitarity condition is always satisfied for
all possible gaugings either explicitly or via the asymptotic
behavior when p3 or p4 is unbounded. Similar to the case
where three DpðGÞ theories are gauged together, all
gaugings of four DpðGÞ theories lead to interacting super-
conformal field theories with a ¼ c in the infrared.

G. Gauging five DpðGÞ theories
Finally, we turn our attention to the maximal number of

DpðGÞ theories that can be gauged together with an
asymptotically free coupling: five DpðGÞ. There are only
four classes of theories with five DpðGÞ theories glued
together in such a way, as can be seen from Table I. These
give rise to the quivers,

FIG. 2. Contour plots of −ϵ1 and −ϵ3 · p3. We see that ϵ1 lies in the range ð− 1
3
; 0Þ, and thus, ϵ2 does also. In (b), we show that −ϵ3 · p3

is always positive, and since we are in a large p3 limit, then we can see that ϵ3 must also lie in the range ð− 1
3
; 0Þ.
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FIG. 3. Contours plot of ϵ1 and ϵ3 in the ðp1; p2Þ plane for p3 ¼ 2, 3, 4. They all satisfy the unitarity condition in
Eq. (2.22).
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ð2:49Þ

We can check analytically that the unitarity bound in Eq. (2.22) holds for each case. The R-symmetry mixing parameters
after a-maximization are found to be

ð2; 2; 2; 2; pÞ∶ ϵ1;2;3;4 ¼
2p2 − 2 −QðpÞ1=2
3ð4p2 − pþ 1Þ ; ϵ5 ¼

−4p3 − 4p2 þ 5p − 1þ 2pQðpÞ1=2
3ðp − 1Þð4p2 − pþ 1Þ ;

QðpÞ ¼ 4p4 þ 8p3 − 14p2 þ 3pþ 3; ð2:50aÞ

ð2; 2; 2; 3; 3Þ∶ ϵ1;2;3 ¼
1

147
ð163 − 4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1731

p
Þ ∼ −0.0232731;

ϵ4;5 ¼
1

294
ð−379þ 9

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1731

p
Þ ∼ −0.0154844; ð2:50bÞ

ð2; 2; 2; 3; 4Þ∶ϵ1;2;3 ∼ −0.0119828; ϵ4 ∼ −0.00798042; ϵ5 ∼ −0.00597775; ð2:50cÞ

ð2; 2; 2; 3; 5Þ∶ϵ1;2;3 ∼ −0.00490809; ϵ4 ∼ −0.00327071; ϵ5 ∼ −0.00196062: ð2:50dÞ

In the first case, it is easy to check that the ϵi satisfy the
unitarity condition in Eq. (2.22) for any value of p. Thus,
all the cases of Eq. (2.50) flow in the infrared to interacting
SCFTs with identical central charges. We list the values of
those central charges, in each case, in Table III.

H. Gauging six D2ðGÞ theories: conformal gauging

Throughout Sec. II thus far, we mainly focused on
asymptotically free ðN ¼ 1Þ-gaugings of Dpi

ðGÞ theories,

and the a-maximization procedure that must be carried out
to determine the superconformal R-symmetry. In addition
to the asymptotically free gaugings, as shown in Table I,
there are collections of pi that can be combined via
conformal gaugings; hence, the theory does not flow.
We list the conformal gaugings in Table II. We do not
study in detail the conformal gaugings in this paper, as they
are not a priori guaranteed to have the exactly marginal
operators that are required for the theories to be interacting
SCFTs with a ¼ c. However, in this subsection, we

FIG. 4. Contour plot of −ϵ1 and −ϵ3 for ðp1; p2; p3; p4Þ ¼ ð2; 2; p3; p4Þ. Every R-symmetry mixing coefficient ϵi satisfies the
unitarity condition in Eq. (2.22).
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FIG. 5. Plot of ϵ1;2;3;4 in gluing fourDpi
ðGÞ theories with all ðp1; p2; p3; p4Þ listed in Table I, except first case, ð2; 2; p3; p4Þ, which is

numerically studied in Fig. 4. All the coefficients are in the range prescribed in Eq. (2.22).

TABLE III. Central charges a ¼ c of the infrared SCFTs obtained by gauging together five Dpi
ðGÞ theories with

an N ¼ 1 vector multiplet.

ðp1; p2; p3; p4; p5Þ a ¼ c

(2,2,2,2,p)
�
pð2p2−pþ3Þð8p3þ28p2−55pþ15Þþ2QðpÞ3=2

24ðp−1Þð4p2−pþ1Þ2
�
dimðGÞ

(2,2,2,3,3)
�
3ð−19458þ577

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1731

p Þ
19208

�
dimðGÞ ∼ 0.710368 dimðGÞ

(2,2,2,3,4) ∼0.793031 dimðGÞ
(2,2,2,3,5) ∼0.875633 dimðGÞ
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highlight a particular example. We consider the theory
formed by N ¼ 1 gauging of six copies of D2ðGÞ, as
depicted in the quiver:

ð2:51Þ

Each D2ðGÞ theory has a Coulomb branch operator of
lowest dimension u0i , whose dimension is given by

Δðu0i Þ ¼
pi þ 1

pi
¼ 3

2
: ð2:52Þ

Henceforth, we see that the gauged theory has 21 marginal
operators formed from the product of these Coulomb
branch operators:

u0i u
0
j : ð2:53Þ

Furthermore, there are five Uð1Þ flavor currents for-
med from nonanomalous combinations of the six Uð1Þ

symmetries, which is from the N ¼ 2 R-symmetry of each
D2ðGÞ theory. These symmetries are generically broken by
the aforementioned marginal operators so that the broken
currents combine with them to become marginally irrel-
evant [16,17]. Therefore, we are left with 16 exactly
marginal operators that span a conformal manifold. All
other combinations of more than one Coulomb branch
operator are irrelevant. Due to the presence of the exactly
marginal operators, we can see that this gauging provides
nontrivial SCFTs with a ¼ c. Indeed, we find

a ¼ c ¼ 5

8
dimðGÞ: ð2:54Þ

III. N = 1 GLUING WITH ADJOINT CHIRALS

In Sec. II, we studied how to glue together severalDpðGÞ
SCFTs via ðN ¼ 1Þ-gauging of the diagonal flavor sym-
metryG. We introduce a newG-vector multiplet and couple
it to the flavor current, as in Eq. (2.17). In this section, we
consider a more general gluing, where, in addition to the
G-vector multiplet, we include some number of chiral
multiplets charged under G. Let us introduce n chiral
multiplets in the representation Rl¼1;…;n of G and with R-
charge Rl. Then, the condition for the R-symmetry to be
nonanomalous is that

0 ¼ TrRGG ¼ h∨G þ
X
i

��
1

3
− ϵi

�
TriRN¼2GGþ

�
4

3
þ 2ϵi

�
TriI3GG

�
þ
Xn
l¼1

ðRl − 1ÞIðRlÞ

¼ h∨G þ
X
i

�
1

3
− ϵi

��
−
pi − 1

pi
h∨G

�
þ
X
l

ðRl − 1ÞIðRlÞ; ð3:1Þ

where IðRlÞ is the Dynkin index of the representation Rl in G, and Tri refers to the anomaly coefficients for the Dpi

theories that we gauge.
On the other hand, the difference between the two central charges (a − c) is given by

TrR ¼ 16ða − cÞ

¼ dimðGÞ þ
X
i

��
1

3
− ϵi

�
TriRN¼2 þ

�
4

3
þ 2ϵi

�
TriI3

�
þ
X
l

ðRl − 1Þ dimðRlÞ

¼ dimðGÞ þ
X
i

�
1

3
− ϵi

�
48ðai − ciÞ þ

X
l

ðRl − 1Þ dimðRlÞ: ð3:2Þ

We find that the RGG-anomaly cancellation guarantees a ¼ c, as before, when

dimðGÞ
h∨G

¼ 48ðai − ciÞ
− pi−1

pi
h∨G

¼ dimðRlÞ
IðRlÞ

; ð3:3Þ

for each Dpi
ðGÞ theory and each chiral matter representation Rl. Then the RGG-anomaly cancellation directly leads to

a ¼ c via
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a − c ¼ dimðGÞ
16h∨G

TrRGG ¼ 0; ð3:4Þ

as was the case in the previous section. The first equality in
Eq. (3.3) holds when pi and h∨G are coprime. The second
equality holds if the matter is in the adjoint representation.
Thus,DpðGÞ theories glued together with additional adjoint
chiral multiplets may flow to interacting infrared SCFTs
with a ¼ c.
Asymptotic freedom or vanishing of the one-loop β

function is required to have an interacting SCFT. It restricts
the possible set of gaugings to those satisfying

X
i

pi − 1

pi
≤ 3 − na; ð3:5Þ

where na is the number of adjoint chiral multiplets. Clearly,
a theory satisfying Eq. (3.5) can have only

na ¼ 0; 1; 2: ð3:6Þ

Let us investigate these cases.8 We already discussed the
cases with na ¼ 0 in Sec. II. When na ¼ 1, we have
theories which may be connected to the N ¼ 2 gaugings
through superpotential deformations, and we study these
further in Secs. III A and III B. Including two adjoint chiral
multiplets (i.e., na ¼ 2) leads to an asymptotically free
theory only when one has a single DpðGÞ theory being
gauged for any value of p. A theory with vanishing one-
loop β function is obtained only when the diagonal of the
flavor symmetry of two D2ðGÞ theories is gauged. We
explore the na ¼ 2 cases in Secs. III C and III D.

A. N = 1 gluing with one adjoint chiral

In this subsection, we consider several DpðGÞ theories
glued byN ¼ 1 gauging, together with one chiral multiplet
ϕ in the adjoint representation of G. There are two possibil-
ities: The introduced gauge coupling can either be asymp-
totically free or it can have vanishing one-loop β function. In
the latter case, the matter content is the same as with the
theories formed via N ¼ 2 conformal gauging, and the
supersymmetry enhances toN ¼ 2 if a superpotential term,

W ¼
X
i

Trμiϕ; ð3:7Þ

is turned on. The explicit sets of pi that satisfy the condition
written in Eq. (3.5), and are thus asymptotically free or have
vanishing one-loop β function, are given by

pi ¼ ðp1Þ; ðp1; p2Þ; ð2; 2; p3Þ; ð2; 3;≤6Þ; ð2; 4; 4Þ;
ð3; 3; 3Þ; ð2; 2; 2; 2Þ; ð3:8Þ

where thepi aregiven in ascending order as before, andwhen
we write a pi in the tuple, then any positive integer ≥2
satisfies Eq. (3.5).
The first case to consider is when we gauge a single

DpðGÞ together with one additional chiral multiplet. In this
case, the R-charge of the adjoint chiral multiplet ϕ is fixed
by the cancellation of the R-gauge-gauge anomaly:

Rϕ ¼
�
1

3
− ϵ

��
p − 1

p

�
: ð3:9Þ

Maximizing a with respect to ϵ leads to

ϵ ¼ 1 − 2p2 þ p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4p2 − 6pþ 3

p
6p2 − 9pþ 3

: ð3:10Þ

Thus, at the infrared fixed point, we have the following R-
charges of the fields:

1

9
ð5−

ffiffiffi
7

p
Þ≤Rϕ¼

4p−3−
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4p2−6pþ3

p
6p−3

<
1

3
;

2

9
ð2

ffiffiffi
7

p
−1Þ≤Rμ¼

4p2−12pþ6þ2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4p2−6pþ3

p
6p2−9pþ3

<
4

3
:

ð3:11Þ

We can see that Trϕ2 violates the unitarity bound, which
signals existence of an accidental Uð1Þ flavor symmetry
that acts on the decoupled free operator Trϕ2 [39]. This
invalidates our a-maximization analysis and the previous
argument in Sec. II A that the interacting SCFT has a ¼ c
does not apply.
One convenient way to remove such a decoupled

operator is by adding a flipper-field M and the correspond-
ing superpotential term [2,40,41],

ΔW ¼ MTrϕ2: ð3:12Þ

This introduces a Uð1Þ flavor symmetry, under which, only
the operator that gets decoupled is charged, which sub-
sequently mixes with the superconformal R-symmetry
during the flow into the infrared. After removing the
Trϕ2 operator via flipping and flowing into the infrared,
one finds that the superconformal R-charges in the inter-
acting sector are such that

8There is also a theory with na ¼ 3, where all pi ¼ 1. This is
simply the Lagrangian gauge theory with three adjoint chiral
multiplets, which sits on the conformal manifold containingN ¼
4 super Yang–Mills. For obvious reasons, we will not discuss this
case further.
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1

48
ð27 −

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
217

p
Þ ≤ Rϕ ¼ 8p2 − p − 3 −

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
16p4 − 15p2 þ 6pþ 9

p
12p2

<
1

3
;

1

12
ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
217

p
− 3Þ ≤ Rμ ¼

4p2 − 11pþ 3þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
16p4 − 15p2 þ 6pþ 9

p
6pðp − 1Þ <

4

3
;

RM ¼ 2 − 2Rϕ: ð3:13Þ

Thus, it is straightforward to determine that the two central charges are given by

a ¼ a0 dimðGÞ − a1; c ¼ c0 dimðGÞ − c1; ð3:14Þ

where the coefficients of the dimðGÞ terms in both central charges are equal: a0 ¼ c0. More specifically, the p-dependent
constants appearing in Eq. (3.14) are

a0 ¼ c0 ¼
ðpþ 1Þð2p − 3Þð32p6 þ 8p5 þ 6p4 − 19p3 þ 11p2 þ 3p − 9Þ

1536ðp − 1Þp6

þ ðpþ 1ÞQðpÞð16p5 − 20p4 þ 12p3 þ 3p2 − 12pþ 9Þ
1536ðp − 1Þp6

; ð3:15aÞ

a1 ¼
ðpþ 1Þ2ð2p − 3Þð10p3 − 11p2 − 3pþ 9Þ

192p6
−
ð4p4 − 3p3 − 12p2 þ 6pþ 9ÞQðpÞ

192p6
; ð3:15bÞ

c1 ¼
ðpþ 1Þð2p − 3Þð8p4 − p3 − 14p2 þ 6pþ 9Þ

192p6
−
ðp − 3Þð2p3 þ 3p2 − 3p − 3ÞQðpÞ

192p6
; ð3:15cÞ

where we have again, defined a useful function,

QðpÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
16p4 − 15p2 þ 6pþ 9

q
: ð3:15dÞ

Thus, (the interacting sector of) the infrared SCFTobtained
from gauging a single DpðGÞ theory, together with an
additional chiral multiplet in the adjoint representation of
G, does not have a ¼ c.
We now study the remaining combinations of fpig in

Eq. (3.8) that can be gauged together, with an extra adjoint
chiral, in such a way that the gauge coupling is either
asymptotically free or conformal. We find that, in all cases
in Eq. (3.8) where we gauge together more than oneDpðGÞ,
if each pi satisfies

gcdðpi; h∨GÞ ¼ 1; ð3:16Þ

then we obtain an infrared SCFT with a ¼ c.
Similarly to the discussion in Sec. II, analytically solving

the coupled quadratic equations to obtain the mixing
coefficients ϵi that maximize a is technically challenging.
Instead, we numerically explore the pi dependence of the
solutions to the a-maximization condition. In Fig. 7, we
numerically study the values of ϵ1, ϵ2, and Rϕ of the gauged
theories with ðp1; p2Þ, for generic p1 and p2. We find that

for all values of p1 and p2, the unitarity conditions on the
operators are satisfied, and hence, the theory flows to an
interacting SCFTwith a ¼ c in the infrared. Similarly, Fig. 6
shows the numerical plots for ϵ1 ¼ ϵ2, ϵ3 and Rϕ of the
theories corresponding to ð2; 2; p3Þ, with a genericp3. Here,
the asymptotic behavior in the large p3 limit demonstrates
that the unitarity bounds will be satisfied for all values of p3.
Finally, in Table IV, we write the ϵi and Rϕ for the gaugings
for the remaining cases in Eq. (3.8). From this numerical
analysis, we successfully observe that all N ¼ 1 gaugings
with more than one DpðGÞ, such that gcdðpi; h∨GÞ ¼ 1, and
with an additional adjoint chiral multiplet, flow to super-
conformal field theories with a ¼ c in the infrared.
We note that any set of pi that saturates the inequality in

Eq. (3.5) has

ϵi ¼ 0; Rϕ ¼ 2

3
: ð3:17Þ

This reflects the fact that these theories have vanishing
one-loop β function, and thus, the theory does not flow.
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The N ¼ 2 superpotential in Eq. (3.7) is marginal in these
cases, and so the Γ̂ðGÞ theories, which are studied in [14],
and the theories with the same gaugedDpðGÞ and the same
matter content but without the superpotential term in
Eq. (3.7), are connected through a conformal manifold.
This conformal manifold is parametrized by exactly

marginal operators, which can be determined by enumer-
ating marginal operators and symmetries [16,17]. The
marginal operators include

Trϕ3; Trϕμi: ð3:18Þ

20 40 60 80 100
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− 0.035

− 0.030

− 0.025

− 0.020

− 0.015

− 0.010

− 0.005

1
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− 0.030

− 0.025

− 0.020

− 0.015

− 0.010

− 0.005

3
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p3

0.640
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0.650

0.655

0.660

0.665

(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 6. Plots of ϵ1, ϵ3 and Rϕ of ð2; 2; p3Þ theories glued byN ¼ 1 gauging with one adjoint chiral multiplet. We can see that ϵ1 ¼ ϵ2
and ϵ3 lie in the range ð− 1

3
; 0Þ. Furthermore, Rϕ is always larger than 1=3. Thus, we conclude that for all values of p3, the gauged theory

flows to an SCFT in the infrared with a ¼ c.

FIG. 7. Contour plots of −ϵ1 and Rϕ ofDp1
ðGÞ andDp2

ðGÞ theories glued byN ¼ 1 gauging with one adjoint chiral multiplet. ϵ1 lies
in the range ð− 1

3
; 0Þ, as does ϵ2, and Rϕ is always larger than 1=3; thus, any such gauging satisfies the unitarity bound.
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A number of these marginal operators become marginally
irrelevant after combining with the generators of the
Abelian flavor symmetry; however, we find that there is
always at least one exactly marginal operator that in fact
corresponds to the N ¼ 2 gauge coupling upon suitable
normalization. For some choices of fpig, one can have
additional marginal operators formed out of the products of
Coulomb branch operators. We will revisit the study of
marginal operators in [21,22].

B. Mass deformations of N = 2 Γ̂ðGÞ theory
In this section, we explore the connection to the mass

deformations of the 4D N ¼ 2 SCFTs Γ̂ðGÞ considered in
[14]. These Γ̂ðGÞ theories are associated to a pair of ADE
groups, Γ and G. When Γ ¼ D4; E6; E7; E8, these theories
correspond to an N ¼ 2 diagonal gauging of the flavor
symmetry of a collection of Dpi

ðGÞ with, respectively,

ðp1; p2; p3; p4Þ ¼ ð2; 2; 2; 2Þ; ð1; 3; 3; 3Þ; ð1; 2; 4; 4Þ;
ð1; 2; 3; 6Þ: ð3:19Þ

These are precisely the same collections of pi as in
Eq. (3.8) that have vanishing one-loop β function. When
the gauging further satisfies gcdðpi; h∨GÞ ¼ 1 for all pi, then
the resulting N ¼ 2 SCFTs have a ¼ c.
It is clear that the N ¼ 2 gaugings and the N ¼ 1

gaugings together with one additional adjoint chiral multi-
plet are distinct theories; the former has the additional
superpotential term,

W ¼
X
i

Trμiϕ; ð3:20Þ

from the N ¼ 2 vector multiplet, and where ϕ is the
adjoint-valued scalar field inside that vector multiplet.
From the perspective of the ðN ¼ 1Þ-gauged theory, the
terms in this superpotential are marginal operators that
contribute to an N ¼ 1 conformal manifold on which the
Γ̂ðGÞ theory sits at a special point. Both theories have a
relevant operator that gives a mass to either ϕ in theN ¼ 2
vector multiplet or the additional adjoint chiral ϕ, respec-
tively. It is natural to ask whether the two theories obtained

via these two mass deformations, which integrate out the
adjoint chirals, lead to the same infrared SCFTs.
First, we introduce a mass term for the adjoint N ¼ 1

chiral multiplet ϕ inside of the N ¼ 2 vector multiplet,

W ¼ Trϕ2: ð3:21Þ
After adding such a mass term and flowing into the
infrared, we obtain an N ¼ 1 theory, where ϕ is integrated
out. The N ¼ 1 deformations of N ¼ 2 theories through a
mass term were studied in general in [15]. The infrared
Uð1ÞR charge after the mass deformation is fixed to be

RIR ¼ 1

2
RN¼2 þ I3; ð3:22Þ

solely by the mass term in the superpotential. The central
charges of the infraredN ¼ 1 theory thus differ by a factor
of 27=32 from the central charges of the original N ¼ 2
theory.
On the other hand, the infrared R-symmetry, shown

in Eq. (2.2), of the ðN ¼ 1Þ-gauged theory satisfies the
R-gauge-gauge anomaly-free condition,

1þ
X
i

�
1

3
− ϵi

��
−
pi − 1

pi

�
¼ 0: ð3:23Þ

First, let us consider the cases where all of the pi are
identical: where they are either (2,2,2,2) or (3,3,3). Each of
the ϵi are then the same and the anomaly-free condition
fixes that

ϵi ¼
1

3
−

p
4ðp − 1Þ

����
p¼2

¼ −
1

6
or

ϵi ¼
1

3
−

p
3ðp − 1Þ

����
p¼3

¼ −
1

6
; ð3:24Þ

for the D̂4 and Ê6 cases, respectively. The operators Trμiμj
are exactly marginal and span a nontrivial conformal
manifold for each of these theories.9 Going to the point

TABLE IV. In this table, we write the values for the ϵi and the R-charge of the adjoint chiral multiplet, Rϕ, after gauging together the
Dpi

ðGÞ with one additional adjoint chiral multiplet. We can see that the values of these parameters, after doing the a-maximization to
find the superconformal R-symmetry, are such that we obtain an interacting SCFT with a ¼ c in the infrared.

fpig ϵ1 ϵ2 ϵ3 ϵ4 Rϕ

(1,2,3,3) … −0.0108332 −0.00721553 −0.00721553 0.626148
(1,2,3,4) … −0.00535965 −0.00357149 −0.00267712 0.645958
(1,2,3,5) … −0.00213347 −0.00142206 −0.00085290 0.658253
(1,2,3,6), (1,2,4,4), (1,3,3,3) … 0 0 0 2=3
(2,2,2,2) 0 0 0 0 2=3

9There always exists at least one marginal operator Trμiμj;
chiral ring relations may reduce the dimension of the conformal
manifold from the naive expectation.
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on the conformal manifold where the superpotential defor-
mation is

ΔW ¼ Tr

�X
i
μi

�
2

; ð3:25Þ

then we observe the mass-deformed D̂4ðGÞ or Ê6ðGÞ
theories.
In general, when not all of the pi are identical, theN ¼ 1

gauging and the mass-deformation after N ¼ 2 gauging
yield different SCFTs with different central charges. For the
ðN ¼ 1Þ-gauging when ðp1; p2; p3Þ ¼ ð2; 4; 4Þ, we find
that

ϵ1 ¼
1

3
ð

ffiffiffiffiffi
10

p
− 4Þ; ϵ2 ¼ ϵ3 ¼

1

9
ð2 −

ffiffiffiffiffi
10

p
Þ; ð3:26Þ

and thus,

a ¼ 1

144
ð29þ 20

ffiffiffiffiffi
10

p
Þ dimðGÞ: ð3:27Þ

We can see that the operators,

Trμ1μ2; Trμ1μ3; ð3:28Þ

are relevant operators of this SCFT, and further, there are no
exactly marginal operators. The other quadratic trace of the
moment maps, Trμ2μ3, is an irrelevant operator.10 Let us
now consider further deformations by these two relevant
operators, sequentially. The resulting infrared SCFT has

ϵ1 ¼ ϵ2 ¼ ϵ3 ¼ −
1

6
; ð3:29Þ

and the central charge a is

a ¼ 81

128
dimðGÞ ¼ 27

32
aðÊ7ðGÞÞ: ð3:30Þ

We can see that this theory has the same central charge as
the mass deformation of the Ê7ðGÞ theory. This is as we
expect because there are three marginal operators Trμiμj≠i,
and only one of them combines with the flavor current
multiplet to become marginally irrelevant; in turn, we are
left with two remaining [16,17]. These leftover marginal
operators will span an at least two-dimensional conformal
manifold that connects the two theories.
A similar analysis can be done for the ðN ¼ 1Þ-gauging

of theDpi
ðGÞ theories with ðp1; p2; p3Þ ¼ ð2; 3; 6Þ, and we

obtain irrational R-charge mixing coefficients,

ϵ1∼−0.284524; ϵ2∼−0.182519; ϵ3∼−0.0832703;

ð3:31Þ

and corresponding central charge,

a ∼ 0.722376 dimðGÞ: ð3:32Þ

At the same time, the infrared limit of the mass-deformed
Ê8ðGÞ has its a central charge by

a ¼ 27

32
aðÊ8ðGÞÞ ¼

45

64
dimðGÞ ∼ 0.703125 dimðGÞ;

ð3:33Þ

which is smaller than that of the ðN ¼ 1Þ-gauged theory
without superpotential. It agrees with the fact that each
moment map operator μi has its R-charge given by

RðμiÞ ¼
4

3
þ 2ϵi: ð3:34Þ

We can see from the mixing coefficients in Eq. (3.31) that
Rðμ1Þ and Rðμ2Þ are both strictly less than one. We find that

Trμ1μ2; Trμ1μ3 ð3:35Þ

are relevant operators. We can turn on a superpotential
deformation by either of these operators to trigger a
renormalization group flow to an infrared fixed point.
When we choose Trμ1μ2, the fixed point is the mass-
deformed Ê8ðGÞ theory; however, if we turns on Trμ1μ3,
then the IR SCFTafter the flow still has Trμ1μ2 as a relevant
operator. Subsequently triggering a flow by this operator
leads, again, to the mass-deformed Ê8ðGÞ theory.
This analysis explains why the ðN ¼ 1Þ-gauged theory

has a central charge a that is at least as large as the central
charge of the mass-deformed Γ̂ðGÞ theory; it is required by
the a theorem [1].

C. N = 1 theory with two adjoint chirals:
A Lagrangian model

Thus far, all theN ¼ 1 SCFTs with a ¼ c that we obtain
are rather exotic and non-Lagrangian; all of them involve
the Argyres–Douglas theories DpðGÞ. In fact, there is a
simple Lagrangian gauge theory with a ¼ c: consider a
gauge theory with gauge group G and two adjoint chiral
multiplets. We can consider this theory as a special case
where we gauge zero DpðGÞ theories, together with two
adjoint chiral multiplets ϕ1 and ϕ2. We can see that this
configuration is asymptotically free from Eq. (3.5). From
the anomaly-free condition for the R-symmetry, we get

TrRGG ¼ 0 ⇔ h∨Gð1þ 2ðRϕ − 1ÞÞ ¼ 0; ð3:36Þ
10The operators of the form Trμ2i are projected out by the chiral

ring relations of each individual DpðGÞ. Only the mixed
operators Trμiμj≠i survive, as we have discussed near Eq. (2.21).
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where we use the symmetry to write Rϕ1
¼ Rϕ2

¼ Rϕ. The
anomaly cancellation enforces that the R-charges for the
two adjoint chiral multiplets are

Rϕ1
¼ Rϕ2

¼ 1

2
: ð3:37Þ

Therefore, we find

16ða−cÞ¼TrR¼
�
1þ2

�
1

2
−1

��
dimðGÞ¼0; ð3:38Þ

and thus, the theory realizes a ¼ c. The theory has an
SUð2Þ flavor symmetry rotating the two adjoint chiral
multiplets, and the central charges are given by

a ¼ c ¼ 9

32

�
13 þ 2

�
1

2
− 1

�
3
�

dimðGÞ ¼ 27

128
dimðGÞ:

ð3:39Þ

This theory also belongs to the conformal manifold of the
theory obtained starting fromN ¼ 4 super Yang–Mills with
gauge groupG and triggering an RG-flow by adding a mass
term for one of the three adjoint chiral multiplets inside the
N ¼ 4 vector multiplet. As expected from Eq. (1.12), the
central charges of the infraredN ¼ 1 theory are 27=32 times
the central charges of the N ¼ 4 theory [15].

D. N = 1 gluing with two adjoint chirals

The sets of DpðGÞ theories that can be gauged together
when we include two adjoint chiral multiplets on the gauge
node are highly restricted, as we can see from Eq. (3.5). In
the simplest case, we consider a single DpðGÞ theory for
any choice of p. Then we obtain the asymptotically free
theory given by

ð3:40Þ

A single DpðGÞ theory gauged with two adjoint chiral
multiplets attached has its infrared R-charge given by

R ¼ R0 þ ϵF ; ð3:41Þ

where ϵ and the R-charge of adjoint chiral multiplets ϕ1 and
ϕ2 are

ϵ¼−8p3 −2p2þpþ 1þ 2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
16p4þ 8p3 − 11p2þ 3

p
3ð8p3− 7p2− 2pþ 1Þ ;

Rϕ1
¼Rϕ2

¼ 20p2−p− 3−
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
16p4þ 8p3− 11p2þ 3

p
3ð8p2þp− 1Þ :

ð3:42Þ

It is straightforward to check that the operators satisfy the
unitarity conditions for any value of p, and thus, each
theory flows in the infrared to an interacting SCFT with
a ¼ c, if gcdðp; h∨GÞ ¼ 1. The resulting SCFTs have a host
of relevant operators,

Trϕ2
1; Trϕ1ϕ2; Trϕ2

2; Trϕ3
1; Trϕ2

1ϕ2;

Trϕ1ϕ
2
2; Trϕ3

2; Trμϕ1; Trμϕ2: ð3:43Þ

Each of these operators provides a superpotential defor-
mation that triggers a renormalization group flow to a new
infrared SCFT. Let us note that whenG ¼ SUð2Þ, the cubic
operators in Eq. (3.43) are absent. The landscape charted by
superpotential deformations involving these relevant oper-
ators is one of the subjects of study in [22].
The only other possibility for gauging together DpðGÞ

with two adjoint chiral multiplets is a theory with vanishing
one-loop β function that is obtained by gauging twoD2ðGÞ
theories. The resulting theory is of the form,

ð3:44Þ

As it is discussed in Sec. II, the gaugings that saturate the
inequality in Eq. (2.13) do not necessarily lead to an
interacting superconformal field theory, as they may not
have any exactly marginal operators.11 However, when two
D2ðGÞ theories are glued together with two adjoint chiral
multiplets, we expect a nontrivial SCFT as there are now
marginal operators built out of the adjoint chiral multiplets.
There are eight marginal operators:

Trμiϕ1; Trμiϕ2; Trϕ3
1; Trϕ2

1ϕ2; Trϕ1ϕ
2
2; Trϕ3

2: ð3:45Þ

For group-theoretic reasons, a number of these operators
may not exist; for example, for G ¼ SUð2Þ, the four
operators that are cubic in ϕi are not present due to the
absence of a cubic Casimir. Since gcdð2; h∨GÞ ¼ 1 is
required to obtain a theory with identical central charges
a ¼ c, it is necessary to have G ¼ SUð2nþ 1Þ to ensure
a ¼ c. Thus, the cubic marginal operators are present in the
theories with a ¼ c. Among the eight marginal operators,
at most, five of them may become marginally irrelevant as
they combine with the generators of the SUð2Þ ×Uð1Þ2
flavor symmetry. The remaining operators are exactly
marginal and contribute to the conformal manifold with
dimension at least three.12

11While such conformal gaugings may not necessarily admit
any exactly marginal operators, we see in [21] that each gauging
appearing in Table II does.

12The marginal operators belonging to the DpðGÞ theory
before gauging will also contribute to the conformal manifold.
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IV. BEYOND a= c: INCLUDING CONFORMAL
MATTER

In the current paper, we mainly focused on N ¼ 1
SCFTs with a ¼ c, but let us discuss a natural generali-
zation of our setup that may have a ≠ c. In [14], the authors
discussed 4DN ¼ 2 SCFTs called Γ̂ðGÞ, for all choices of
ADE Lie algebra Γ. These theories were constructed by
taking a collection of Argyres–Douglas Dpi

ðGÞ theories
and a collection of ðG;GÞ conformal matter theories13 and
performing N ¼ 2 conformal gaugings of all of the G
flavor symmetries.14 In [14], it was found that the classi-
fication of all possible such gaugings is equivalent to the
ADE classification problem, and thus, the solutions are
labeled by an ADE algebra Γ. For Γ ¼ D4; E6; E7; E8, this
gauging involved the introduction of a single gauge node,
and no copies of the conformal matter theory; however, for
Γ ¼ An−1≥0 and Γ ¼ Dn≥5, the gauging involved adding
either of ring of n gauge nodes or a linear chain of (n − 3)
gauge nodes, respectively.
In this paper, we have focused on gauging together a

collection ofDpi
ðGÞ, possibly with additional adjoint chiral

multiplets, via a single N ¼ 1 vector multiplet. We study
this particular setup because we desire to explore 4D N ¼
1 SCFTs with identical central charges, a ¼ c. In the setup
of Γ̂ðGÞ theories, it is only in the cases where
Γ ¼ D4; E6; E7; E8, and with specific values of G, that
weobtain 4DN ¼ 2SCFTswitha ¼ c. In a similar vein,we
would expect that any N ¼ 1 gauging involving multiple
gauge nodes would create a deviation from a ¼ c due to the
included conformal matter theories. However, if we are
willing to chart the landscape beyond a ¼ c, there is no
a priori problem with considering such a class of N ¼ 1

SCFTs, obtained from N ¼ 1 gaugings of a collection of
Dpi

ðGÞ theories and a collection of ðG ×GÞ conformal
matter theories.
A natural starting point for studying N ¼ 1 gaugings

involving both Argyres–Douglas and conformal matter
theories could be to consider mass deformations associated
to the adjoint chiral multiplets in the N ¼ 2 theories
Ân−1≥1ðGÞ and D̂n≥5ðGÞ. This would give a interesting
collection of theories with IR central charge being 27=32 of
the UV central charges [15]. Here, we also would like to
remind the reader that a mass deformation of chiral adjoint
in a vector multiplet of N ¼ 2 theory is not equivalent to
the N ¼ 1 gauging due to the superpotential generated by
the mass term. We can consider various configurations

corresponding to different choices of N ¼ 1 and N ¼ 2
gaugings for the multiple gauge nodes as in the case of
N ¼ 1 class S theories [18,20].
The number of options for N ¼ 1 gaugings grows

rapidly with the number of conformal matter theories
involved. We introduce some simplifying notation:
Define Cn as all possible sets of pi that solve the inequality

Cn∶
X
i

pi − 1

pi
≤ 3 − n: ð4:1Þ

This is just the condition in Eq. (3.5) that dictates which sets
ofDpi

ðGÞ can be (N ¼ 1)-gauged togetherwithn additional
adjoint chiral multiplets. The sets of pi that belong to C0 are
listed in Tables I and II. For C1 and C2, which will be of
relevance in this section, we summarize which sets of pi
belong to them in Table V.Wewrite Cn in a quiver, connected
to a gaugenode, as a shorthand for all of the quivers involving
all sets fpig inside Cn. For example, the quiver,

ð4:2Þ

is used to succinctly refer to the two quivers,

ð4:3Þ

Suppose that we wish to take the diagonal gauging of n
flavor symmetries G coming from ðG ×GÞ conformal
matter, together with the G of a collection of Dpi

ðGÞ.
The constraint for a gauging which is either asymptotically
free or conformal is15

TABLE V. We define Cn as the set of fpig satisfying the
inequality in Eq. (4.1). Here, we list all the elements inside C1 and
C2. These are identical to the collections of pi found for gauging
together with, respectively, one and two adjoint chiral multiplets
in Sec. III. The conformal gaugings saturate the inequality while
the asymptotically free gaugings do not.

Name

fpig
Asymptotically free gauging Conformal gauging

C1 fp ≥ 2g fp1 ≥ 2; p2 ≥ 2g f2; 2; 2; 2g f3; 3; 3g
f2; 2; p ≥ 2g f2; 3; 4g f2; 3; 5g f2; 4; 4g f2; 3; 6g

C2 fp ≥ 2g f2; 2g

13These theories are sometimes known as the generalized
ðG ×GÞ bifundamental. They are obtained by compactifying
the relevant six-dimensional minimal conformal matter theory
[49–51] on a torus. Some N ¼ 1 gaugings of N ¼ 2 conformal
matter have been explored in [52].

14The resulting theories can have residual flavor symmetries if
the Dpi

ðGÞ or conformal matter theories have a larger flavor
symmetry than G or ðG ×GÞ, respectively.

15It is actually possible to obtain an interacting theory in the IR
even when the gauge coupling is not asymptotically free when the
gauge group is given as a product form [53]. This is due to the
mixing of a nonanomalous Uð1Þ symmetry with the R-symmetry
in the infrared. This can result in some of the gauge couplings
being “dangerously irrelevant.”
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X
i

2ðpi − 1Þ
p

h∨G þ 2nh∨G ≤ 6h∨G; ð4:4Þ

where we have used that the flavor central charge of each G
flavor symmetry of conformal matter is 2h∨G. We can see
that this is equivalent to the inequality in Eq. (4.1), and
thus, a gauge node obtained by the N ¼ 1 diagonal
gauging involving n conformal matter factors can also
involve any collection of Dpi

ðGÞ from Cn.
The solution of the classification problem for the N ¼ 1

gaugings of Dpi
ðGÞ and ðG ×GÞ conformal matter, which

do not in general have identical central charges a ¼ c, is
left for future work. In fact, in addition to solving the
classification problem for the gaugings, it is necessary to
determine whether each quiver formed by the gauging
flows in the infrared to an interacting SCFT. Here, let us
discuss some preliminary examples including DpðGÞ and
ðG ×GÞ conformal matter theories as in Figs. 8 and 9. We
depict all such solutions involving precisely two gauge
nodes in Fig. 8. Similarly, we show all those configurations
involving three gauge nodes in Fig. 9. As depicted in these

figures, we can see that there are in total five types of
diagrams involving two gauge nodes and seven types
involving three gauge nodes, where each type may contain
infinitely many quivers once all the options of Cn are taken
into account. In fact, the number of types grows rapidly
with the number of gauge nodes; for example, for the case
of four gauge nodes, there are already 22 types.
The gaugings that we have briefly introduced in this

section form a broad class of N ¼ 1 theories, typically
without any non-Abelian flavor symmetry, although we do
not expect them to have identical central charges. We leave
a detailed analysis of this intriguing class of 4D N ¼ 1
theories for future work.

V. DISCUSSION

Throughout the paper, we explored under what circum-
stances a collection of 4DN ¼ 2Argyres–DouglasDpi

ðGÞ
theories can be diagonally gauged together via an N ¼ 1
G-vector multiplet in such a way that the N ¼ 1 theory in
the infrared is an interacting SCFT with identical central
charges, a ¼ c. We also determined that the addition of one

FIG. 8. All possible asymptotically free or conformal gaugings of an arbitrary collection of Dpi
ðGÞ and ðG × GÞ theories with two

gauge nodes. A node with a solid border denotes an N ¼ 1 gauge node, and a solid line between gauge nodes refers to the presence of
ðG ×GÞ conformal matter. A line connecting a gauge node and Cn is a shorthand notation for all options of gaugings with the collections
of Dpi

ðGÞ theories as described in Table V.

FIG. 9. All possible gaugings of conformal matter and DpðGÞ with three gauge nodes. See the caption of Fig. 8 for an explanation of
the notation.
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or two chiral multiplets transforming in the adjoint repre-
sentation of G is compatible with the a ¼ c property.
Surprisingly, we discover that almost all asymptotically
free gaugings (and also almost all conformal gaugings
when additional adjoint chirals are included) flow to IR
SCFTs with a ¼ c, when G satisfies gcdðpi; h∨GÞ ¼ 1 for
all pi. This opens up a vast but well-curated landscape of
minimally supersymmetric CFTs with exactly equal central
charges. In this section, we discuss possible future
directions.
Beyond the constructions worked out in the current

paper, we noted in Sec. II A that the addition of a super-
potential deformation to the ðN ¼ 1Þ-gauging does not
spoil the argument that the infrared SCFTs have a ¼ c, as
long as the assumption that there are no emergent Abelian
flavor symmetries is not violated. This opens up an even
vaster landscape of 4D N ¼ 1 SCFTs with a ¼ c.
Particularly interesting examples in this class of theories
are those obtained by deformation of a singleDpðGÞ theory
gauged together with two adjoint chiral multiplets. In [54],
the authors showed that the superpotential deformations of
SQCD with adjoint chirals have a classification that
coincides with the ADE classification. Similar ADE-type
deformations exist for N ¼ 1 theories constructed out of
gaugingDpðGÞwith two adjoint chiral multiplets, as can be
seen in Fig. 10, and we explore these and other super-
potential deformations of the ðN ¼ 1Þ-gaugings in [22].
We have considered the 4D N ¼ 1 SCFTs that live as

the infrared fixed points of the diagonal ðN ¼ 1Þ-gauging
of G of a collection of N ¼ 2 DpðGÞ theories, when G is
an ADE Lie group. Two natural extensions of the current
work present themselves immediately. First, the definition
of the DpðGÞ theories can be extended to include G being
of BCFG-type [55,56]. Second, the DpðGÞ are the special
case of the Db

pðGÞ theories, where b ¼ h∨G [25]. In this

broader context, we can ask which collections of Db
pi
ðG ∈

ABCDEFGÞ can be gauged together by an N ¼ 1 vector
multiplet in such a way that one obtains an interacting
infrared SCFT with a ¼ c as was partially investigated in
the N ¼ 2 setup in [35]. We leave this generalization for
future work.
In another direction, someof theN ¼ 2SCFTs Γ̂ðGÞhave

a fascinating connection to N ¼ 4 super Yang–Mills. It is
discovered in [14,34] that the Schur indices of particular
Γ̂ðGÞ theorieswitha ¼ c can bewritten as the Schur index of
N ¼ 4 super Yang–Mills with rescaled fugacities.16 Is there
a sense inwhich theN ¼ 1SCFTswitha ¼ c thatwe obtain
in this paper are related toN ¼ 4 super Yang–Mills? Such a
connection may be visible from a holographic perspective
and would be particularly interesting to determine.
In the holographic setup of AdS=CFT, it has long been

known that the leading order contributions, in a large-N
expansion, to both a and c are identical [5]; however, it is
rather rare to find holographic duals with no corrections
that force the central charges to differ at a subleading order,
at least, not without enhanced supersymmetry. At one loop,
corrections to the holographic central charges can come
from both open string loops and closed string loops, and all
these contributions must either be absent or conspire to
cancel when a dual SCFT has a ¼ c exactly. Open string
loops can arise from the inclusion of D-branes in the
system, and these typically introduce 1=N corrections.
Closed string loops can arise either from the R4 correction
to the type IIB string effective action or from the Kaluza–
Klein tower on the compact space. It would be fascinating

FIG. 10. Deforming the theories with one DpðGÞ and two adjoint chiral multiplets ðϕ1;ϕ2Þ, which we refer to as Ô, via ADE-type
superpotential. When the Ô is deformed by Trϕ2

2, the Trϕ
2
1 becomes free during the RG flow and must be flipped by the flip-operatorM.

The question marks represent non-ADE deformations.

16It is found that the Γ̂ðGÞ theories without flavor symmetries,
which is a superset of Γ̂ðGÞ theories with a ¼ c, will all have their
Schur indices to be the same as that ofN ¼ 4 SYMup to re-scaling
fugacities.
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to determine if there exist holographic duals for the plethora
of N ¼ 1 SCFTs with a ¼ c that we have discovered in
this paper.

A. Lagrangian theories: Star/comet-shaped quivers

To construct N ¼ 1 SCFTs with a ¼ c, we consider
ðN ¼ 1Þ-gaugings of a collection of Dpi

ðGÞ theories, and
we discover that a necessary condition for identical central
charges is that

gcdðpi; h∨GÞ ¼ 1; ð5:1Þ

for each pi. This condition fixes that each Dpi
ðGÞ theory

lacks a Lagrangian quiver description, though we note that
the converse is not true; however, it is also interesting to
study the case where all of the Dpi

ðGÞ factors are, in fact,
Lagrangian.

In the case of the N ¼ 2 gaugings that were used to
construct the Γ̂ðGÞ theories, when the SCFTs are in fact
Lagrangian quivers, then the quivers take the form of affine
ADE Dynkin diagrams, where the gauge group at each node
is weighted by the associated Dynkin label. In this way, we
can see that Γ is a finite subgroup of SUð2Þ, and the quiver is
the McKay graph of that finite subgroup [57,58]. In this
paper,wehave studied only thoseN ¼ 1gaugingswhere the
resulting infrared SCFTs have a ¼ c, which in the Γ̂ðGÞ
cases, involved only Γ ¼ D4; E6; E7; E8. In this subsection,
webriefly highlight the analogousLagrangian quivers for the
N ¼ 1 gaugings discussed in this paper.
In Sec. III, we studied the N ¼ 1 gaugings of DpðGÞ

theories together with additional adjoint chiral multiplets
on the gauge node. We make a few remarks when the
DpðGÞ theories are Lagrangian theories. For simplicity, let
us assume that G is of A type. In this case, the violation of
the relationship in Eq. (5.1) is sufficient to ensure a
Lagrangian description where we utilize

ð5:2Þ

where a node with a dashed border indicates an N ¼ 2
gauge node:

ð5:3Þ

We then consider the most generic asymptotically free
gauging setting, which involves up to five Dpi

ðGÞ theories,
and define

p ¼ lcmðp1;…; p5Þ and li ¼ p=pi: ð5:4Þ

If G ¼ SUðpNÞ for any positive integer N, then all quivers
formed by gauging together suchDpi

ðGÞ theories, possibly
with additional adjoint chiral multiplets, are Lagrangian
quivers. These theories will typically have a ≠ c. We depict
such quivers in Fig. 11.
As shown in Fig. 11, these quivers are comet shaped,

where the Lagrangian DpðGÞ theories form the tails of the

FIG. 11. The comet-shaped quiver that depicts the LagrangianN ¼ 1 quiver we consider. When we write a numberM inside a gauge
node, we remind the reader that this corresponds to an SUðMÞ gauge group. A dashed-bordered circular node denotes anN ¼ 2 vector
multiplet, a solid-bordered circular node denotes an N ¼ 1 vector multiplet, and an undirected link between two nodes denotes an
N ¼ 2 bifundamental hypermultiplet. The dashed self-link corresponds to na adjoint chiral multiplets.
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comet, and the na adjoint chiral multiplets compose the
head. The star-shaped and comet-shaped quivers appear as
the 3D (N ¼ 4) mirror theory [59] to a 4DN ¼ 2 theory of
class S [60,61].17 More precisely, a star- or comet-shaped
quiver with n tails and g loops corresponds to the 3D mirror
theory for the class S theory obtained from 6d N ¼ ð2; 0Þ
theory compactified on a Riemann surface with genus g
and n punctures of specific types. In our setup, the
Dpi

ðSUðpNÞÞ theory corresponds to the quiver tail labeled
by the partition ½l1N;l2N;l3N; � � ��. The Higgs branch of
this quiver (as a 3D N ¼ 4 theory) gives the Hitchin
moduli space [26,59,61], whereas the Coulomb branch
gives the Higgs branch of the 4D theory. Although what we
have in Fig. 11 looks similar to the star-shaped or comet-
shaped quiver in 3D mirror theory, it is rather different. In
particular, the gauge nodes in the quiver tail of a star-shaped
quiver are given by UðnÞ gauge groups, whereas in 4D, we
can only have SUðnÞ type. Moreover, in 3D, the central
gauge (core) node has to be gauged with an N ¼ 4 (8
supercharges) vector multiplet with possible adjoint hyper-
multiplets. In contrast, in 4D, we consider an N ¼ 1 (4
supercharges) vector multiplet with na adjoint chiral
multiplets at the core node.
As a generalization of theN ¼ 2DpðSUðpNÞÞ quiver tail

theory, we can consider anN ¼ 1 quiver tail instead. Since
the quiver tail can be obtained via nilpotent Higgsing of a
linear quiver gauge theory, one can consider similar defor-
mations to obtain N ¼ 1 quiver tails [64]. The N ¼ 1
version of the quiver tail is substantially different from the
N ¼ 2 counterpart, allowing much wider set of SCFTs. It
would be interesting to find an N ¼ 1 analog of DpðGÞ
Argyres–Douglas type theories that realize a ¼ c upon
gauging.

B. Toward a geometric construction

Given that we construct a vast collection of 4D mini-
mally supersymmetric SCFTs with a ¼ c, it may be
possible for these theories to have both a holographic
description in terms of AdS5 and a top-down string theory
construction. Four-dimensional N ¼ 1 field theories can
be obtained by compactifying F theory on a noncompact
elliptically fibered Calabi–Yau fourfold; however, due to
the presence of fluxes and instantons, it is not generally
known when these 4D theories are conformal. Nonetheless,
it is natural to ask, if we suppose that there exists an
F-theory construction, whether the property of a ¼ c is
encoded in the compactification data via geometry in some
natural way. In this subsection, we explore some of the
ways in which the F-theory geometry must be constrained
if it corresponds to one of the a ¼ c theories that we
consider.

Superconformal theories with a ¼ c that are formed by
gauging together N different Dpi

ðGÞ theories typically
have a Uð1ÞN−1 flavor symmetry, which is formed by the
anomaly-free combinations of the Uð1Þ flavor symmetries
inside the N ¼ 2 R-symmetry from each of the Dpi

ðGÞ
theories. In F-theory compactifications, Abelian sym-
metries, whether gauge or flavor, arise when the elliptic
fibration has a nontrivial Mordell–Weil group. The
Mordell–Weil group is generated by the rational sections
of the fibration. F-theory compactifications with the non-
trivial Mordell–Weil group have been explored in many
works, for which we give a small sample here [65–70]. The
form of the geometry is then heavily constrained by the
presence of these Uð1Þ symmetries, as the fibration is thus
forced to have many independent rational sections.
Furthermore, it is important to note that the absence of
non-Abelian gauge or flavor symmetry imposes that the
elliptic fibration has no reducible singular fibers supported
on divisors in the base.
The subtlety with a full Calabi–Yau fourfold compactifi-

cation of F theory is that the compactification can contain
nongeometric structures, for example, arising from D3-
branes wrapping compact complex surfaces inside of the
base of the elliptic fibration.18 Due to these nongeometric
effects, it is particularly difficult to find the precise condition
to ensure conformality in the resulting 4D theory via non-
compact fourfold compactifications that have to be imposed.
To highlight the difficulty, we note that such conditions have
been determined for 6d SCFTs due to the particular rigidity
of threefold compactifications. Some work has been done in
[52] to explore whether certain elliptically fibered Calabi–
Yau fourfolds lead to 4D N ¼ 1 SCFTs.
We expect that the geometric construction would shed

light upon the putative holographic understanding, or vice
versa. In particular, if there exists an AdS5 × X5 solution of
Type IIB supergravity, which is holographically dual to
some of our gauged theories, then the X5 is highly con-
strained by the a ¼ c condition: all string-loop contribu-
tions must cancel. An exploration of these cancellations
will appear in [78]. Similarly, we expect that X5 is related to
the elliptically fibered Calabi–Yau fourfold through which
the same N ¼ 1 theory is engineered in F theory; in this
way, the a ¼ c field-theoretic condition on the X5 should
lead to geometric restrictions on the F-theory compactifi-
cation manifold.
Instead of considering compactifications of F theory on

Calabi–Yau fourfolds, with all of the attendant complex-
ities, we can start from the 6d (1,0) SCFTs and consider a
further compactification on a Riemann surface. A vast
collection of six-dimensional SCFTs can be engineered in
F theory via elliptically fibered Calabi–Yau threefolds

17See [62,63] for a small sample of papers discussing comet-
shaped quivers.

18Geometric and topological data relevant for elliptically-
fibered Calabi–Yau compactifications of F theory are systemati-
cally studied, for example, in [71–77].
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[79,80].19 Four-dimensional N ¼ 1 theories can be con-
structed starting from these 6d (1,0) theories and compac-
tifying either on a genus g > 1 punctured Riemann surface,
or else on a torus with flux inside of the 6d flavor
symmetry. Some related aspects of the 4D theories obtained
in this way have been explored in, for example, [91–94]
and [95,96], respectively. In such cases, we understand all
the UV Abelian symmetries that may mix with the super-
conformal flavor symmetry under a-maximization, and
determining the superconformal R-symmetry is straightfor-
ward. The mixing coefficients, however, are not simply
related to geometric quantities, and thus, it obscures the
origin of a ¼ c in the geometry.
Alternatively, 4D N ¼ 1 theories can arise from com-

pactification of the 6d (2,0) SCFTs [18,97–102]. Before
approaching the N ¼ 1 theories, we can consider theN ¼
2 theories that were obtained from gaugings of DpðGÞ and
conformal matter, and called Γ̂ðGÞ, in [14]. Each of the
DpðGÞ and conformal matter factors considered in the
gauging individually has a description in terms of class S
[60,61]. The former are associated to spheres with one
regular and one irregular puncture [26] and the latter to
spheres with two full punctures and one simple puncture
[36,51]. However, except for Γ̂ ¼ Â, the gluing always

involves the diagonal gauging of the flavor symmetries
associated to at least three punctures, and this is not an
operation that is geometric. Indeed, for most of the D̂nðGÞ
and ÊnðGÞ theories, whether Lagrangian or not, there is no
known class S construction.
There exists alternative geometric construction for a

large class of 4D SCFTs from Calabi–Yau 3-fold singu-
larities [103,104], some of which includes a subset of Γ̂ðGÞ
theories [35]. In this way, the construction of N ¼ 1
SCFTs either directly from F theory on Calabi–Yau four-
folds, or indirectly from compactifications of the 6d (1,0)
SCFTs, provides a promising avenue for a top-down
realization of the a ¼ c theories studied in this paper.
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